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Book of Revelation—Chapter 7 

An Interlude—Sealing of the 144,000 

 

I. Additional Scriptures/Notes… 

Chapter 7… “Revelation 6 has to do with judgment and wrath against the disobedient of earth 

while Revelation 7 has to do with the deliverance and salvation of the faithful” [Mike 

Vestal, “The 144,000,” in The Book of Revelation, edited by Jim Laws, p. 286].     |||||     

“The first vision concerns the sealing of the 144,000, while the second vision describes 

the innumerable company around the throne in glory.  The first vision concerns God’s 

people upon earth, while the second looks to the ultimate consummation of God’s great 

protection in the final salvation of his own” [Frank Pack, Revelation, Part I, Austin, 

TX:R.B. Sweet Co., p. 69]. 

7:1… the four winds of the earth... “...here they symbolize terrors about to be let loose on 

the earth.  Since the four winds would come from four directions, the thought of "trouble 

on every side" is emphasized” [David Roper, Revelation 1-11, Truth for Today 

Commentary, p. 296]. 

7:3… till we have sealed the servants of our God in their foreheads…--“This 

language does not mean those who are approved by God have a divine logo on their 

foreheads.  What is the significance of the sealing ‘on their foreheads’?  Most 

commentators ignore this detail.  If they mention it at all, they stress the prominence of 

the forehead, or that the forehead is an expressive part of the face.  Robert Mulholland, 

however, captured the thrust of the symbolism when he referred to the forehead as ‘the 

seat of perception.’  The sealing of God's people on ‘their foreheads’ indicated that God 

had put His ‘protection’ in their minds and hearts by giving them a new perspective.  The 

sealing of God's people on their foreheads is reminiscent of Deuteronomy 6.  There the 

Israelites were told, ‘These words ... shall be on your heart ... You shall bind them as a sign 

on your hand and they shall be as frontals on your forehead’ (Deut 6:6, Deut 6:8).  The 

Jews took the command literally and bound phylacteries--little boxes containing tiny 

manuscripts of Scripture (Mat 23:5)--to their hands and foreheads.  Most understand, 

however, that the important phrase is ‘on your heart.’  The ‘binding’ of God's Word on 

their foreheads and hands meant that if the Word was in their hearts, it would control 

their thinking and their actions.  …  Later, those who worshiped the beast are ‘given a mark 

on their right hand or on their forehead’ (Rev 13:16; see Rev 14:9; Rev 20:4).  In 

Revelation, ‘the seal of the living God’ is contrasted with ‘the mark of the beast’ (Rev 16:2; 

Rev 19:20; emphasis added).  The mark could protect a man from the atrocities of Rome, 

but only the seal could protect a man from the wrath of God” [Roper, p. 300-01].     |||||     

“The "sealing" of this passage seemingly draws upon two Old Testament images.  The first 

is that of Passover Ex 12:12-13, during which the blood on the doorposts of the Hebrews' 

homes was a sign or seal protecting them from the judgment the Egyptians were 

experiencing.  The world of Egypt around the Hebrews was experiencing God's judgment, 

but the people of God were protected.  The second image is that of Ezekiel's man with an 

ink horn (Ezk 9:3-8).  The context is again one of judgment, this time for the unfaithful of 

Jerusalem.  Again, the people true to God are sealed.  In this case, a man clothed with 

linen, who had a writing kit at his side, marked the forehead of each person faithful to 

God.  …  Although the Holy Spirit may be involved, it does not appear in this instance that 

the sealing is synonymous with the seal of the Spirit.  Rev 7:3 says ‘the servants’ of our 
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God are sealed.  They were sealed because they were already faithful.  If the position is 

accurate that holds the ‘sealing’ to be the seal of the Spirit, then they were already 

‘sealed’ before they were sealed in Revelation 7!  (cf., Rom 8:9; Gal 4:6).  And this will not 

do.  ...  It would appear that the general sense of meaning behind the ‘sealing’ of Revelation 

7 is much like that recorded in 2Tm 2:19 ...  This passage combines both the ‘seal’ and the 

‘name of the Lord’ in a way that harmonizes well with the passages dealing with the ‘seal’ in 

Revelation (cf., Rev 7:3-4; Rev 14:1; Rev 22:4)” [Mike Vestal, “The 144,000,” in The 

Book of Revelation, edited by Jim Laws, Pulaski, TN, Sain Publications, pp., 290-92].  

Revelation 7:5… Of the tribe of Judah…--“The list in Revelation has obviously been 

‘doctored’ in such a way as to suggest a symbolic interpretation.  For one thing, Judah 

heads the list instead of the oldest son Reuben, and for obvious reasons (cf., Heb 7:14; 

Rev 5:5).  Also, Ephraim and Dan are missing.  In all likelihood due to bad association and to 

idolatry (Deut 29:18-20; Jdg 18:30; 1Ki 12:28-29; Hos_4:17).  The two tribes are replaced 

by Levi and Joseph, names that tend to have much more positive connotations.  The listing 

of Revelation 7 seems to place emphasis upon the inclusion of all of God's people on earth, 

not just literal Israelites” [Mike Vestal, p. 296].  …  “It seems best to identify the 

144,000 as the church, the ‘new Israel.’  The people of God are not exempt from suffering 

and difficulty in this life, but will pass through it.  Previous references in the book of 

Revelation indicated Christians are regarded as true Jews (Rev 2:9; Rev 3:9), and there is 

no strong reason to dismiss this as the meaning here.  The terms ‘144,000’ and ‘all the 

tribes of Israel’ symbolically show the universality and comprehensiveness of the faithful 

under God's care.” [Mike Vestal, p. 298]. 

Revelation 7:9… a great multitude, which no man could number—“John saw a 

great multitude, which no one could count.  Abraham was told that his offspring would be 

as innumerable as the dust of the earth, the stars in the heavens, and the sand of the sea 

(Gen_13:16; Gen_15:5; Gen_32:12).  Since Christians are the spiritual offspring of 

Abraham (Rom_4:11; Gal_3:29), the description seems especially appropriate” [David 

Roper, p. 308].     |||||     “...the two visions of chapter 7 are looking at the faithful of God 

from two different vantage points or angles.  The first vision (Rev 7:1-8) concerns itself 

with the plight of God's faithful while they are yet on earth, with all of this life's battles 

and struggles.  The second vision (7:9-17) depicts God's faithful in heaven and the 

ultimate salvation and victory they enjoy.  This had led a number of commentators to 

speak of the two visions as ‘The Church Militant, and The Church Triumphant.’” [Mike 

Vestal, p. 300]. 

Revelation 7:10… Salvation to our God…--“They sing a song of victory which resembles 

the ‘Hosanna’ (Lord, grant help) the people sang when Jesus came to Jerusalem (Mat 21:9). 

Whereas the people surrounding Jesus at his triumphal entry were asking for salvation, 

the saints in heaven praise him for answering this request” [Baker New Testament 

Commentary]. 

Revelation 7:14… washed their robes, and made them white in the blood of the 
Lamb—Quoting Morris, “Whitened in the blood is a striking paradox and we should not 

let our familiarity with hymns which have borrowed it dull its splendour (for the thought, 

cf., Exo_19:10, Exo_19:14; Isa_1:18; 1Co_6:11; Heb_9:14).  The complete efficacy of 

Christ's atoning death is being strongly asserted.  It is on the grounds of His death for 

men that they are able to stand before the throne properly clothed.  This is a further 

indication that the throng comprises all the saved and not simply the martyrs or some 

other group.  For all are saved in this way and no other” [Mike Vestal, p. 304].     |||||     

“The idea of comparing a sinful life to filthy clothing is fairly common (Isa 64:6; Zech 3:3-
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5), but in Revelation 7:14 the filthy clothing had been washed in red blood to make it 

white.  S.D. Gordon wrote, ‘What a Chemist and an Artist in one is this Jesus!  He uses 

bright red to get a pure white out of a dead black’” [David Roper, p. 314]. 

  

II. Chronology. 

BIBLE PERIOD:  The Period of the Church/or Heaven. 

 

III. Summary. 

Chapter seven presents a delay in the opening of the 7
th

 seal.  There are two visions here.  First 

of the sealing of the 144,000 and the other the appearance of an Innumerable Multitude.  It is 

quite obvious that the 144,000 is not a number to be taken literally, but is symbolic of faithful 

Christians.  The sealing mentioned here would not keep them from persecution, but would help 

see them through it.  That the seal was upon their foreheads, as related by David Roper above, 

seems to signify: “that God had put His ‘protection’ in their minds and hearts by giving them a 

new perspective.”  That first vision seems to relate more to the living of a faithful Christian life 

on earth.  The second vision of the Innumerable Multitude seems to describe the reward of that 

faithfulness.  What a strong and beautiful word picture is given in verse 14 concerning making 

robes WHITE by washing them in the BLOOD of the Lamb!  How is it possible to deny the 

essentiality of baptism, which is the point at which sins are washed away (Acts 22:16), and read 

Revelation 7:14?  Verses 16 and 17 certainly describe a reward that should motivate any soul to 

endure patiently and faithfully!  

 

IV. Outline.  From Mike Vestal, “The 144,000,” in The Book of Revelation, edited by Jim Laws, 

Pulaski, TN, Sain Publications, p. 287-307. 

1. The Sealing and Identity of the 144,000 (Revelation 7:1-8). 

1) Four angels of judgment (1). 

2) Another angel appears having God’s Seal (2-3). 

3) 144,000 sealed (4-8). 

2. The Appearance and Identity of the Innumerable Host (9-17). 

1) Their description (9). 

2) Their worship (10). 

3) The heavenly response (11-12). 

4) Two questions asked and the answer revealed 913-14). 

5) Their heavenly state (15-17). 

  

V. Questions. 

True or False 
01. _____ One of the tribes of the children of Israel listed in this chapter is missing. 

02. _____ One of Jacob’s GRANDsons is listed in the listing of tribes. 

03. _____ The means by which robes are made white is given in this chapter. 

04. _____ This chapter mentions four angels, corners, winds, and seasons. 

05. _____ We are told the Lamb will wipe away all tears from the eyes of the redeemed. 

MATCHING 

 

 a.  number      f.  thirst 

 b.  Glory      g.  believe 

 c.  Amen      h.  Joseph 

 d.  144,000      i.  Manasseh 

 e.  weep      j.  thousands and thousands 
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06. _____ The number of them that were sealed. 

07. _____ This chapter speaks of a multitude which no man could ____ 

08. _____ Before the throne no one will hunger or ____ 

09. _____ One of two names listed NOT normally considered a tribe. 

10. _____ Angels standing around the throne said this word twice. 

WHO Did/Will Do It? 

11. ____________________ Cried: “Salvation to our God which sitteth upon the throne 

and unto the Lamb.” 

12. ____________________ Ascended from the East. 

13. ____________________ Asked: “What are these which are arrayed in white robes?” 

14. ____________________ Will feed those whose robes are washed in the blood of the 

Lamb. 

15. ____________________ Serve God day and night in his temple. 

Each Question is worth 7 Points 

My Score is:  ________ 

Answers will be found on next week’s handout 

 

ANSWERS to Revelation 6 Questions… [(1) True, Revelation 6:8; (2) False, 12; (3) False, 2; 

(4) True, 17; (5) False, 6; (6) h, 15; (7) a, 13; (8) f, 2; (9) c, 6; (10) I, 9; (11) 4 Living Creatures, 

1,3,5,7; (12) Faithful Martyrs, 10; (13) 7-fold Multitude, 15; (14) Voice in Midst of 4 

Creatures, 6; (15) 7-fold Multitude, 17.] 

 

VII. Lessons & Applications. 

1. …Hurt not the earth, neither the sea, nor the trees, till we have sealed 
the servants of our God in their forehead (Rev 7:3).  What an encouragement it 

is to think of the PROTECTION God provides to His faithful ones!  There is no greater 

protection to be found anywhere from any source than to be sealed by Jehovah God! 

2. And I heard the number of them which were sealed: and there were 
sealed an hundred and forty and four thousand (Rev 7:4).  The very idea that 

comes from the Watchtower Society (JWs) that this number is to be taken literally and 

that only this number will be making it to heaven; all other righteous ones have to live 

eternally on this earth.  If they do take this literally, no person except one in the tribes 

mentioned will be so rewarded—which excludes righteous Noah, Abraham, and so 

many others.  Further, Revelation 14:3-4 reveals that only unmarried, virgin men are 

part of that 144,000.  To take a figure from a symbol-filled book like Revelation and 

make it contradict other plain passages is the work of Scripture-twisters, who do that 

twisting to their own destruction (2 Peter 3:16). 

3. …have washed their robes, and made them white in the blood of the 
Lamb (Rev 7:14).  The very way this is stated should help us clearly to understand that 

the sinner is ACTIVE in the salvation process.  Yes, there is something for the sinner to 

do in order to have forgiveness and a white robe! 

4. …shall wipe away every tear (Rev 7:17).  Brother Coffman wrote: “The repetition 

of this precious promise in Rev. 21:4, where it concerns the eternal state, makes it 

mandatory to see these verses as a description of the same state in heaven.  This final 

heavenly vision describing the eternal bliss of the redeemed is most appropriate as a 

sequel to the terrors of the wicked in the final judgment at the end of Rev. 6, strongly 
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indicating that it is the final judgment depicted here, but with the destiny of the 

righteous in focus, instead of the destiny of the wicked.” 

 

VIII. Seek-A-Word Puzzle. 

F G B G O B O F A S L A M O N G V F R E 

E O L D E R L A Z X E L W E D L C E F J 

T G U L D E R E B G M A N A S E S E I O 

M J U R Y D N B S T R R L V C V I D Z S 

Q S S X A E D E R S V Y B E T I E Y U E 

R E U B E N H N B G I R F V D C F X S P 

Q R A Z X F G E D S W N D W A S H E D H 

Y V H V F R T E N H Y U G M J U H K M U 

X A Q O A Z S A L V A T I O N G E W N H 

Y N I O N R F V C S A D E W R X P I A Z 

C T E R V O B G T C E H Y E M D H S R Z 

N S X S W E R C S E R I W B N C E D E Q 

O A L Z X S W D E D C O N A B G R O S Z 

M I G H T T N B R N P J H G T M D M I X 

Y Z A Q T I S X C Y V Y Y E L G D C S V 

B B G T W H I T E R O B E S T O L V T V 

A C X R A Q E W S H V R B G T Y R O K I 

B U U M N H W O R S H I P P E D W D R Z 

X O W E D T H A N K S G I V I N G Y S Y 

F C D E R V M B G T Y V F R Q A Z D R L 

[The words (or word locaters) listed below are to be found in the text of our lesson.  They also are found in the 

puzzle above.  This is just one more way to reinforce what you have studied from the text.  Why not read the 

whole verse where the word is found one more time as you do the puzzle?  Thank you for the good effort you are 

putting forth in Bible study.  Let’s desire the sincere milk of the word that we may grow (1 Pet 2:2).  DRL] 

Revelation 7 
four angels, 1 Blessing, 12 

four winds, 1 glory, 12 

sealed, 3 wisdom, 12 

servants, 3 thanksgiving, 12 

Reuben, 5 honor, 12 

Manasses, 6 power, 12 

Levi, 7 might, 12 

Joseph, 8 washed, 14 

white robes, 9 among, 15 

Salvation, 10 feed, 17 

I have composed a Crossword Puzzle on the content of Revelation 7, to see it, go… 

http://lemmonsaid.wordpress.com/bible-crossword-puzzles/  


